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NURSE MENTORSHIPTHE

MODULE 1: FOUNDATIONS

ripples. 

when you create a difference in someone’s life, you not only impact their life, you impact everyone influenced 
by them throughout their entire lifetime.  

no act is ever too small. 
one by one,  

this is how to make an ocean rise. 

- Danielle Doby
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Found!i"s
AH!!! YOU ARE HERE, IN MONTH 1!  

The goal of this workbook is to help guide you through our first training and be a resource to you in years to 
come.  

It will be helpful for you to have this open while you are watching the class and then pause when prompted. 
It has been created in a way that you can open it up at any time separate from the class, and work on the 
reflections at your own pace.  

We put our hearts and soul into this course for you. We think this a process that every nurse should go 
through. Understanding your why and building your mission statement will build a solid foundation in your 
career. Setting a solid foundation will help you on hard days. It will help you during a demise. It will help you 
when your patient ends up in the OR. It will help you when you have an unfair assignment. It will help you 
care for a patient with different beliefs. It will help you when working with difficult coworkers.  

It will help you see what really matters.  

.  
So welcome to Foundations, we are so happy you are here. Thank you for trusting us with your passions, 
dreams, growth and time. We don't take that lightly and are right here with you for this entire process.  

This process is entirely your own. Do it at your own pace, and you get to decide how in-depth you want to go 
into each module. Of course, we’re going to encourage you to dive deep to get the most benefit, but you’re 
grown and even you just being here and learning this content is going to help you think differently and grow 
in the nurse you want to be. So let’s do this!  

xoxo, 

Ju#in & S$% @ Bundle Bir& 



 
What is mindfulness? 
Mindfulness could be known as 
meditation and is simply creating 
intentional space and time to stop, 
slow down, and be present in that 
moment. 

Doesn’t that sound lovely?  
When was the last time you did THAT? 

There is no judgment, expectation, or 
forcing a mindful moment other than 
creating space to do so. So, be 
prepared to stop, slow, and pay 
attention… 

Why should you be mindful? 
Check out all these reasons… → 

Look at the list through the lens of 
being a nurse. All those benefits apply 
to your life, health, relationships, and 
career.  

How do you get started doing this 
mindfulness thing? 

You’re going to start right now! First, do you have 5 min to give - undistracted - devoted to 
this moment? If yes, then now’s the time! If not, decide when you ARE going to have 5 minutes (but let’s be 
honest, you have to choose to make space for it). 

1) Find a comfy spot - quickly scan your body for any discomfort and adjust to being comfortable. 
2) Turn off all distractions (phone on silent, tv/music off, etc.). 
3) Get your phone out and set a timer for 5 min. 
4) Read the rest of this before you press start … 
5) Find something in the room to focus on (so that your gaze is light but not distracted); you can close your 
eyes as well. 
6) When you press start on your timer, I want you to sit and focus on the sound of your breath. Try to 
breathe a tiny bit slower than usual. When your mind wanders, gently bring it back to your breath. That’s it. 
Ready, set, click start on that timer, and have your 5 min of mindfulness. 

How was it? Not so bad? Awkward? Write down a few reflections in your favorite journal, in the notes app on your phone, or 
here! Try it again tomorrow and commit to 30 days. 
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Here are some ideas of things you can do to help you 
slow, pay attention and care for your mind, body and 
spirit. If that 5 min didn’t feel good, try one of these!

M I N D F U L N E S S

1) Set aside 10 min a day to slow, stop, sit and be. 
Where in your home is your safe place? For me, it’s my 
backyard.  I could sit for hours there and just stare. 
Grab a cup of tea or coffee or whatever delights you 
and give yourself permission to be. 

2) Journal. 
For some people, it’s easy to get distracted. Now would 
be a great time to find one that is beautiful and 
dedicate it to your career. Sit for a minute and just write 
whatever comes to mind. No to-do’s, just write. Get it 
out. If you need a prompt to get you going answer the 
question “What brings me joy right now in life?” “What 
steals my joy?” “How am I really feeling about my 
career and/or life at this time?” 

3) Go on a walk... 
Leave your phone at home. Take some slow deep 
breaths, be present in nature. 

4) Take a bath. 
I get so antsy when I try to take baths. I feel like I should 
be reading or being productive listening to an 
audiobook or something. Draw up a hot bath. Maybe 
add some essential  oils or a candle, even turn off the 
lights and close your eyes. Focus on your breathing, 
slow your body, let it fully relax. 

5) Meditate on this photo. 
This photo has been on the forefront of my mind 
recently and I think it’s the perfect visual for so many 
things. How does it make you feel? What comes to 
mind when you focus on this photo? How does it apply 
to your life and career?



 

We are thrilled that you are here! Thank you for entrusting us with your education, stories, heart and professional 
development, we take that very seriously. Use this page as a reference for your schedule and calls.

How Does it Work?
Your cohort begins the month after you enrolled.  

• Access all the things under your profile on the Bundle Birth Nurses website. 
Navigate to “My Account” then “My Courses” to access your classes! If you 
purchased a payment plan, your next class will appear each month on the date 
of original payment. If you paid in full, you can access all of the classes now!  

• Over the course of each month, you work your way through that month’s 
content.  

• Watch & learn online, at your own pace. There are 3 formats for learning - 
lecture style video, Real Talk conversations about the content & how it actually 
is, Real Life patient scenarios and role-play videos.  

• Each month features a custom workbook to accompany your learning, 
reflections and worksheets to keep you engaged and growing. 

• Join your mentors and other likeminded nurses on your group call once a 
month! Receive support, guidance, more education and grow together!   

• Participate in the Bundle Birth Nurse COMMUNITY forum on Facebook. Ask 
questions, access other resources and discussion with all mentees, past & 
present.  

• Once you finish your class(es), your CE certificates are saved and can be 
downloaded from your profile on the bundlebirthnurses.com website! 

THE NURSE

PROGRAM

1st Trimester 
Foundations & Your Why 

Patient Education 
Coping with Labor 

2nd Trimester 
Shared Decision Making  

Physiologic Birth  
Bereavement Counseling 

3rd Trimester 
Breastfeeding in L&D 

Trauma Informed Care 
The Scary Stuff (High Risk Perinatal) 

4th Trimester 
Fetal Monitoring 

Oh BABY! Newborn 
Launch & Leading Change

What’s on the Agenda?

BUILD YOUR CONFIDENCE   |   STRENGTHEN YOUR CLINICAL SKILLS   |   LIVE YOUR BEST LIFE 

Mentorship calls Calendar
January Cohort 

2nd Wed 1800 PST
April Cohort 

2nd Wed 1630 PST
July Cohort 

2nd Tues 1630 PST
October Cohort 

2nd Tues 1800 PST

January Intro Calls / Launch Some Scary Stuff Bereavement Coping with Labor

February Foundations Fetal Monitoring Breastfeeding Shared Decision Making

March Patient Education Oh Baby Trauma Informed Care Physiologic Birth

April Coping with Labor Intro Calls  / Launch Some Scary Stuff Bereavement

May Shared Decision Making Foundations Fetal Monitoring Breastfeeding

June Physiologic Birth Patient Education Oh Baby Trauma Informed Care

July Bereavement Coping with Labor Intro Calls  / Launch Some Scary Stuff

August Breastfeeding Shared Decision Making Foundations Fetal Monitoring

September Trauma Informed Care Physiologic Birth Patient Education Oh Baby

October Some Scary Stuff Bereavement Coping with Labor Intro Calls  / Launch

November Fetal Monitoring Breastfeeding Shared Decision Making Foundations

December Oh Baby Trauma Informed Care Physiologic Birth Patient Education

http://bundlebirthnurses.com
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In our class we talked about how to start creating a why and why it’s important. We really want you to take 
some time right now to think about these questions. Grab your favorite drink and sit somewhere 
comfortable as you go through them. Reflecting on these answers will help you figure out your why and 
ultimately create your mission statement later in this class. I promise this is not just mundane boring work!! 
There is a point haha. Just stick with us.  

1. What does my perfect day on the unit look like? 

2. What is my “perfect” patient like? 

3. How does birth make me feel? 

4. What’s my favorite thing to teach? 

5. What never gets old about the job? 

6. What type of assignment is my favorite? 

7. Why did I want labor and delivery when I decided it was for me? 

8. Why did I choose nursing? 

  
Knowing your why motivates you to educate, support and/or care for your patients in a way that feels good 
inside. So then,  after working through the above questions, why do you do what you do? What is your why? 

Start working it out below. 

YOUR WHY



 

We talk about the rights we have as nurses in our class. We want you to know that YOU MATTER and that 

you have rights! 

1. Nurses have the right to practice in a manner that fulfills their obligations to society and to those 
who receive nursing care. 

2.  Nurses have the right to practice in environments that allow them to act according to 
professional standards and legally authorized scope of practice. 

3.  Nurses have the right to a work environment that supports and facilitates ethical practice, in 
accordance with the Code of Ethics for Nurses with Interpretive Statements. 

4.  Nurses have the right to freely and openly advocate for themselves and their patients without fear 
of retribution. 

5.  Nurses have the right to fair compensation for their work, consistent with their knowledge, 
experience, and professional responsibilities. 

6.  Nurses have the right to a work environment that is safe for themselves and their patients. 

7.  Nurses have the right to negotiate the conditions of their employment, either as individuals or 
collectively, in all practice settings. 

To see more on the nurse's bill of rights, click here. 

NOTES: 
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ANA Nurse’s Bill of Rights

WHAT YOU DO MATTERS

Take some time to really marinate on these. As a bonus exercise, grab 2 different color highlighters and 
highlight in one color the things that you think are happening consistently on your unit/in your practice. 
With the other color, highlight the things you don’t see happening consistently on your unit (<80% of the 

time). 

We encourage you to go to your unit and find out your chain of command and your units scope of 
practice. This might also be in your orientation materials or online in the policy and procedure manual. 

Know where to go if your environment isn’t standing up to this code. 

https://www.nursingworld.org/practice-policy/work-environment/health-safety/bill-of-rights-faqs/


 
Lateral violence has been defined as “nurses covertly or overtly directing their dissatisfaction inward 
toward each other, towards themselves, and toward those less powerful than themselves,” which can 
take many forms. 

(From that article) The Most Common Forms for Lateral Violence: 

1. Nonverbal innuendo (raising of eyebrows, face-making). 
2. Verbal affront (covert or overt, snide remarks, lack of openness, abrupt responses).  
3. Undermining activities (turning away, not available). 
4. Withholding information (practice or patient). 
5. Sabotage (deliberately setting up a negative situation). 
6. Infighting (bickering with peers). 
7. Scapegoating (attributing all that goes wrong to one individual). 
8. Backstabbing (complaining to others about an individual and not speaking directly to that 
individual). 
9. Failure to respect privacy. 
10. Broken confidences 

Accepted behaviors of professionals/ how to NOT be a bully (taken from this article): 
• Accept one’s fair share of the workload. 
• Respect the privacy of others. 
• Be cooperative about the shared physical working conditions (e.g., light, temperature, noise). 
• Be willing to help when requested. 
• Keep confidences. 
• Work cooperatively despite feelings of dislike. 
• Don’t denigrate superiors (e.g., speak negatively about, have a pet name for). 
• Do address coworkers by their first name, and ask for help and advice when necessary. 
• Look coworkers in the eye when having a conversation. 
• Don’t be too overly inquisitive about each others’ lives. 
• Do repay debts, favors, and compliments, no matter how small. 
• Don’t engage in conversation about a coworker with another coworker. 
• Stand up for the “absent member” in a conversation when they are not present. 

NOTES/REFLECTIONS: 
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LATERAL VIOLENCE/BULLYING

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/15584678
https://pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/15584678/


We did not cover this in class, but we wanted to discuss it here as an added resource for you.  

The skill of emotional self-control is perhaps the most valuable skill you can EVER acquire. Especially as 
we talk about lateral violence, when we don’t manage our emotions, sometimes they can come out 
sideways. This job is emotional! It’s overwhelming, sad, exhausting, vulnerable, and intimate.  

Understanding emotional intelligence is so important when working with our patients, co-workers, 
physicians and our healthcare team. We work in a stressful unit, and it is up to us to be the calm in the 
storm. We are game changers and leaders in our units.  

Sometimes people have a difficult time identifying their emotions, and it’s usually because of one of the 
following reasons: 

1. We were made to think our feelings don’t matter.  

2. We were made to fear expressing our emotions.  

3. We were made to feel guilty if our emotions (or desires) were an inconvenience to others.  We 
were discouraged from feeling or expressing specific emotions.  

Because of our conditioning, some people stop expressing their emotions and often repress them (hold 
them in). Other people go a step further and stop allowing themselves to have them. In either case, this 
can lead to a lessened ability to recognize how you feel.  

For those who feel things deeply, some cannot identify them.  

If you want to regain your power to direct your emotional state, you need to be able to:   

1. Notice you’re experiencing an emotional state   

2. Identify what it is (name it, i.e. anger, sadness, excitement) 

3. Know how you typically respond to that emotion 

4. Learn how to influence a new emotional state (turn anger to calm). 

EMOTIONAL STATES  

Emotional states are 2 different things:   

➡ The STATE is the physiological “feelings” that you experience (sweating, pit in stomach, flutters) 

➡ The EMOTION is the psychological interpretation or “label” you put on the state (anxiety) 

We experience complex states made up of chemical and hormone interactions that cause various 
reactions in the body. Our emotions are the interpretations we make of these experiences—or the labels 
we give them.  

Situation ➤  Interpretation (thought)  ➤ State ➤ Interpretation (label) Emotion  
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RECOGNIZING EMOTIONS



This means that the body responds to the thought first, then our minds interpret the reaction and label it, 
and emotion is born. 

We can have physiological feelings that aren’t emotions. We can feel hot, cold, nauseous, or energetic. 
But, when we interpret them to have meaning, we turn them into emotions.  

Each emotional state is designed to get us to respond with action, and often we do. Our emotional state 
affects our behavior, but it does not cause it. When we’re angry, we’re more likely to be aggressive, but our 
cognitive (thought) processes allow us to decide to act on that anger/be angry. 

EMOTION IDENTIFICATION CHART  

This information can help us identify and emotionally regulate ourselves (which is being a professional on 
the job). It also helps us connect with and understand our patients when their actions or emotional 
expression may not match up to you with the circumstance at hand or as you’re trying to connect and fully 
be able to respond to the emotional needs of your patients.   

Label Emotion State Behavior

Happiness

Intense, positive feelings of 
wellbeing, pleasure, contentment, 
delight, joy, optimism, and 
gratitude. Affirmative, positive 
thoughts and mental clarity.

Head held high (posture), 
wide eyed, smiling, 
laughing, relaxation of 
muscles, open body 
language.

Pleasant voice, friendly, 
swinging arms, dancing.

Boredom

Low-intensity, unpleasant feelings 
of apathy, restlessness, 
indifference, emptiness, and 
frustration. Defeatist thinking or 
wishing things were different

Low energy, slumped 
posture, smirk or frown, 
low eyes, shallow 
breathing.

Resting head, fidgeting, 
staring

Anxiety

Vague, unpleasant feelings of 
distress, uneasiness, stress, 
apprehension, and nervousness. 
Thoughts of uncertainty and worry, 
racing thoughts, difficulty 
concentrating and remembering

Restlessness, sweating, 
clammy hands, hunched 
shoulders, swallowing, 
quickened breath, 
darting eyes, butterflies 
in the stomach, nausea.

Pacing, biting lip, 
fidgeting. Irritability, 
hyper-vigilance.

Anger

Intense, uncomfortable feelings of 
hostility and hurt. Feeling out of 
control. Thoughts of blame and 
resentment. Difficulty thinking 
clearly or rationally.

Muscle tension, 
headache, tight chest, 
increased heart rate, 
increased blood 
pressure, heavy 
breathing, clenched fist, 
furrowed brow, showing 
teeth, clenched jaw, 
sweating, trembling, 
flushed cheeks, large 
posture.

Loud voice, yelling, 
cursing, sarcasm, pacing. 
Sometimes leads to 
aggression, including 
hitting a wall, throwing 
an object, or lashing out 
at a person.
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PRACTICING EMOTIONAL AWARENESS AND IDENTIFICATION  

If this is something you identify as a new skill you’re ready to acquire, this is for you. Next time you see 
yourself experiencing a distinct emotion, ask yourself the following questions.  

You can practice this when a provider talks down to you or a nurse makes you feel less. What about when 
you miss an opportunity to advocate for your patient? Or the first/next time you care for a fetal demise.  

Practice this line of questioning often, especially when experiencing unpleasant emotions, to help you 
emotionally regulate.  

1. How do I feel? 

2. How do I know?  

3. What do I feel?  

4. Sensations?  

5. Where do I feel it?  

6. Locations?  

7. Where in my body did it begin?  

8. Move to?  

9. How do I recognize when OTHERS experience this emotion? Do I notice any of these signs in 
myself?  

10. What do I observe in my body language, vocal tone, thoughts, and behaviors? 

Sadness/
Depression

Feelings of intense pain and 
sorrow, guilt, unworthiness, 
disappointment, helplessness, 
gloominess, loss, grief, numbness, 
meaninglessness, loss of interest. 
Defeated thinking and difficulty 
concentrating and remembering. 
(Depression is a long-term period 
of sadness.)

Slumped posture and 
hunched shoulders, long 
face, slow movements, 
pouting, body aches, 
crying, shaking, crossed 
arms, fatigue, upset 
stomach, monotone 
voice.

Curling up into a ball, 
withdrawing, irritability

Fear

Intense feeling of dread, 
impending doom, or panic due to 
a perceived danger or threat. 
Paranoid or worst-case thinking 
and hyper focused on the object of 
the fear.

Increased heart rate, 
increased blood 
pressure, alert eyes, high 
eyebrows, corners of 
cheeks pulled toward 
ears, clammy, sweating, 
quickened breath, goose 
bumps, butterflies in the 
stomach, shaky voice.

Freezing, fleeing, pulling 
away.
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*adapted from the professional life course certification by Joeel &  Natalie Rivera



 

Let’s not turn into complacent nurses that stop caring about HIPAA. Let’s realize and remember that it is in 
place for a reason, and we need to respect it. But if we're going to do it right, it’s hard not to get caught up 
in cultures that routinely break it! Check out the description box in your class for more resources. 

For all your HIPAA questions, please refer to this website. 

HIPAA is the acronym for the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act that Congress passed in 
1996.  HIPAA does the following: 

• Provides the ability to transfer and continue health insurance coverage for millions of American 
workers and their families when they change or lose their jobs; 

• Reduces health care fraud and abuse; 

• Mandates industry-wide standards for health care information on electronic billing and other 
processes; and 

• Requires the protection and confidential handling of protected health information. 

Basically, it’s in place to help your patients feel safe, so that they can be 100% open with us (which is 
essential so that we can give them the best care) and not worry that their secrets/vulnerable information 
get passed around. One way that has helped me to be better at this is to think, “when I break HIPAA, I am 
saying that their information and therefore safety doesn’t matter to me” - which in theory, is totally not 
true! Let’s just be better.  

HIPAA Patient Identifiers: 

These are the 18 HIPAA Identifiers that are considered personally identifiable information. This 
information can be used to identify, contact, or locate a single person or with other sources to identify a 
single individual. When personally identifiable information is used in conjunction with one’s physical or 
mental health or condition, health care, or payment for that health care, it becomes Protected Health 
Information (PHI). *Bolded are commonly broken/shared.  

• Name 

• Address (all geographic subdivisions smaller than the state, including street address, city county, 
and zip code) 

• All elements (except years) of dates related to an individual (including birthdate, admission date, 
discharge date, date of death, and exact age if over 89) 

• Telephone numbers 

• Fax number 

• Email address 

• Social Security Number 

• A medical record number (on their stickers) 

• Health plan beneficiary number 

• Account number 
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HIPAA

https://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/index.html


• Certificate or license number 

• Vehicle identifiers and serial numbers, including license plate numbers 

• Device identifiers and serial numbers 

• Web URL 

• Internet Protocol (IP) Address 

• Finger or voice print 

• Photographic image - Photographic images are not limited to pictures of the face. Even if you get 
“consent” from the patient, you truly need it in writing. 

• Any other characteristic that could uniquely identify the individual. 

If a communication contains any of these identifiers, or parts of the identifier, such as initials, the data must 
be considered “identified.” 

BE A CREEPER ACTIVITY 

If you have a spare moment sometime this month, plan to slip into an empty patient room close enough 
to the nurse’s station, leave the door open and listen for 5-10 min. What do you hear? How many patient 
identifiers were used? Let’s heighten our awareness and be the one that doesn’t succumb to violating this 
patient's right - it IS a problem in our units.  

 

On a scale of 0-10 (0 is never and 10 being compliant 100% of the time), rate how you do on HIPPA. 

 
How does your unit do?  

Notes: 
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0 87632 4 51 9 10

0 87632 4 51 9 10



When you read the passage below, what stands out to you?  

NOTES/REFLECTIONS: 
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The ESSENCE of NURSING

"Human care and caring is viewed as the moral ideal of nursing 
consisting of human-to-human attempts to  protect, enhance, 
and preserve humanity and  human dignity, integrity, and 
wholeness by assisting a person to find meaning in  [labor & 
birth], suffering, pain, and existence.  Human caring helps 
another gain self-knowledge ---- self-control ---- self-caring —— 
and self-healing so that a sense of inner harmony is 
restored regardless of the external circumstances.”  

- American Nurse’s Association



 

It is important that as we get further into our careers that we do not get further away from our core values 
and ethics as nurses. We are called to DO THE RIGHT THING. That is basically ethical nursing. If doing the 
right thing was easy, no one would need to study ethics. The problem is that nurses might find more than 
one right thing to do in any given situation. Here is your Code of Ethics from the ANA. We specifically 
choose to address human dignity, advocacy, and self-determination in this class, but that’s not all! Really 
take some time to thoughtfully read through all of them and relate them to your practice and unit’s 
culture.  

AMERICAN NURSES ASSOCIATION CODE OF ETHICS 
Provision 1  
The nurse practices with compassion and respect for every person's inherent dignity, worth, and personal 
attributes, without prejudice.  

Provision 2 
 The nurse’s primary commitment is to the patient, whether an individual, family, group, community, or 
population.  

Provision 3  
The nurse promotes, advocates for, and protects the patient's rights, health and safety.  

Provision 4  
The nurse has authority, accountability, and responsibility for nursing practice makes decisions, and takes 
action consistent with the obligation to provide optimal care.  

Provision 5  
The nurse owes the same duties to self as to others, including the responsibility to promote health and 
safety, preserve wholeness of character and integrity, maintain competence, and continue personal and 
professional growth.  

Provision 6  
Through individual and collective action, the nurse establishes, maintains, and improves the moral 
environment of the work setting and the conditions of employment conducive to quality health care.  

Provision 7  
The nurse, whether in research, practice, education, or administration, contributes to the profession's 
advancement through research and scholarly inquiry, professional standards development, and the 
generation of nursing and health policies.  

Provision 8  
The nurse collaborates with other health professionals and the public to protect and promote human 
rights, health diplomacy, and health initiatives.  

Provision 9  
The profession of nursing, collectively through its professional organizations, must articulate nursing 
values, maintain the profession's integrity, and integrate principles of social justice into nursing and health 
policy.  
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ANA Code of Ethics
(with interpretive statements)
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At its most basic, human dignity is the belief that all people hold a special value tied solely to their humanity. 
It has nothing to do with their class, race, gender, religion, abilities, or other factors other than their being 
human. 

The ANA defines Respect for Human Dignity as the act of considering the needs and respecting the values 
of each person you come in contact with and take care of. Isn’t that what we all dream of doing for every 
human and want for ourselves? 

When we talk about human dignity, we talk about getting to know your patient as a human being that 
matters. In this class, we mentioned using some prompting questions to get to know your patient. 
Read through these and commit to trying one on your next shift. Take note of what your patient 
responds to and how this affects your practice. We will talk about this in your group call.  

1. Are you okay with me asking you some intimate questions with everyone in the room right now? (I 
also ask everyone to leave, so they don’t have to make that decision) 

2. My job is to help you feel safe. Is there anyone you don’t want in this room? 

3. What is most important to you for this birth? (They might say: feeling in control of my decisions, 
getting/or not getting an epidural, being able to stand and move around, not having a cesarean, 
etc.). Inquire further…  

4. Do you have any religious or cultural needs you want me to know about and accommodate? 

5. What can I do for the next 12 hours to make you feel more safe and more comfortable? 

6. Can you identify anything about this scenario or room that makes you feel nervous?  

7. How can I help decrease your anxiety? 

8. Tell me about this pregnancy. How was it for you?  

9. How has it been pregnant during COVID? Do you have any specific stressors or worries about it? 

10. Was being pregnant what you expected? What surprised you the most? 

11. Is your family local? Who is most excited about this pregnancy? 

12. Whom do you feel supported best during your pregnancy? What 
helped? 

13. Have you felt supported during your time here? 

14. What was your favorite part about being pregnant? 

What does respect for human dignity look like practically for you in your world? 
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HUMAN DIGNITY



Studies demonstrate bias across nearly every field and for nearly every group of people. If you’re Latino, 
you’ll get less pain medication than a white patient. If you’re an elderly woman, you’ll receive fewer life-
saving interventions than an elderly man. If you are a man being evaluated for a job as a lab manager, you 
will be given more mentorship, judged as more capable, and offered a higher starting salary than if you 
were a woman. If you are an obese child, your teacher is more likely to assume you’re less intelligent than 
if you are slim. If you are a black student, you are more likely to be punished than a white student 
behaving the same way. 

Everyone has biases, but often we don’t realize it. Many times, when we talk about bias, there’s a little ping 
of shame or discomfort that comes up for us - let me just say that I want this place to be one where bias, 
prejudice and struggles are OK to talk about. How do we get better? We identify what we need to be better 
at, brainstorm ways to be better and then apply our plan. Bias is something that we all need to be 
constantly working on and checking ourselves in.  

Ask yourself the following questions to begin to evaluate your own biases:  
 - Is there any type of person I feel uneasy around, don’t understand or are skeptical of? 

Common biases exist in the below-listed areas. 

It’s time to get HONEST. This is a no-shame space. We all have biases, and we can only do better by 
recognizing where they lie. So, what strong beliefs, preferences, or dislikes do you have for anything 
related to the following categories? Really sit for a while and think this one through. Let’s grow together. 
(Write your thoughts below.) 

Age:  

Religion:  

Sexuality:  

Weapons:  

Gender:  
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https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4011632/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2096490/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2096490/
http://www.pnas.org/content/109/41/16474.abstract
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26201756
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0956797615570365?journalCode=pssa&


Weight:  

Ethnicity:  

Race:  

Disabilities: 

Other: 

What about obstetrical bias? How do you feel about placenta encapsulation? Women who choose an 
epidural or not? People who have had an abortion? Elective C-Sections? Doulas? There is obstetrical bias 
all around you.  

If you’re unsure if you have any biases in these categories, find out by taking the Implicit Association Test 
here: https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html (PS, they don’t have one for Hispanic/Latino 
culture). 

BIAS REFLECTIONS  
(feel free to use your journal for these or another page) 

- If you’re honest with yourself, how have you seen your implicit 
bias impact your relationships? Nursing practice? 

- Think about a time when you had a stereotyped or biased 
thought that surprised you. 

- Can you think of any factors that influenced any biases you 
identified?  

- If you have any strong ones, why are they so powerful? 

- How do biases impact you and others in your life in positive 
and negative ways? 

- Do any of your biases own you (you feel you can't change or 
help it)? 

- If you want to change it, in what ways may you be able to 
expose yourself to ideas, people, or experiences that may help 
you overcome your bias? 
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Advocacy: 
    A person who pleads for another's cause or who speaks or writes in support of something. 

“You can't advocate for someone that you don't know, and  
they won't let you advocate for them if they don't trust you.” 

Patient advocacy is a vital part of nursing practice and isn’t optional. You may advocate directly for them, 
or possibly even more importantly, your job is to help them advocate for themselves (especially with their 
provider).  

Some examples of when a nurse may need to step in and advocate for their patients:  

1. Your patient’s provider is pressuring you to AROM them. They told you before that they don’t want 
it, but the provider persists. What would an advocate look like in this scenario? What would they 
do? 

2. The provider has called “failure to progress” on your patient that is 3/80/-2 on the 48th hour of her 
induction. Baby has been category 1 most of the day with periods of category 2. Your patient does 
not want a cesarean. What would an advocate look like in this scenario? What would they do? 

3. Your patient comes to your unit in early labor, 2/50/-3, with excruciating pain. Nothing gives her 
relief, and when you tell her she will not be admitted, she almost falls to the floor in despair. What 
would an advocate look like in the scenario, and what would they do? 

4. Your patient has told you she wants to give her baby vaccines on her schedule. The baby nurse is 
educating her at bedside on the importance of getting HepB before the baby is discharged. What 
would an advocate look like in this scenario? What would they do? 

Feel free to jot down times you felt that you could have advocated better and times you felt you did a 
great job advocating for your patient. Remember, this also includes times that you really got to know 
your patient and built a trusting relationship with them. How did you get there? 

Notes: 
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What is rapport? We mention it a million times in our class! We think it will help you in every scenario, 
with every patient, and every interaction with a healthcare provider.  

Ultimately, it’s a state of understanding between you and another person that allows you to connect to 
them. THIS IS HUGE in our department. We need to build connections fast. Our patients are conscious 
and, for the most part, well.  

For anyone you communicate with to truly understand and connect with you, they have to feel like they 
know, like and trust you. One advantage we already have is that we are nurses! Usually, we are very 
trusted. But we can’t depend on that. We have to keep going.  

Being in rapport with someone means you are on the same page. You feel like you can relate or that you 
have something in common. Sometimes rapport happens naturally, and you feel like you “hit it off” with 
someone right away, or you may feel you “get along well with each other.” You can do this by scanning the 
room and talking about things you notice. Are they watching a TV show you like? Do you have the same 
phone case? Are they wearing a Harry Potter shirt, etc? Find something to connect with. 

This instant rapport often sparks friendships to be developed, and it’s why you naturally get along better 
with some people than others. We want our patients to feel like we are old friends.  

The good news is that rapport can be developed.  

Rapport is developed through physical posture and movement. People in rapport have compatible body 
language, tone of voice, or facial expressions. You can subtly connect to someone by matching and 
mirroring them.   

Matching means that your body movements match theirs; for instance, if their arms are crossed, match 
them by crossing your arms.   

Mirroring means matching your movements as a mirror image of theirs (such as if you are facing them 
directly). If they lean to the left, lean to the right—as if you’re a mirror of them. By doing this, the other 
person will feel you’re on the same wavelength without even knowing why. As their unconscious mind 
picks up on the fact that you are in sync with them, it’s important to note here that your movements 
should be delayed by at least a few seconds and should be subtle because you don’t want the person to 
feel like you’re mimicking or mocking them.  

You can match/mirror another person using different parts of your physiology:   

Posture: The angle of your spine, such as leaning forward, back, to the side. Head and shoulder 
position, such as tilted, slouched, up, or down. The position of your body or legs, such as sitting, 
standing, leaning, or crossing your legs.  

Gestures: Arm movements, such as crossing, leaning on one arm, hand position, or expressive 
gestures.   

Facial expression: Smiling, frowning, furrowing eyebrows, wide or squinting eyes, blinking, or other 
facial movements.  Breathing: Rate of breathing, fast or slow, or location of breathing, upper or lower 
abdomen (this is great for helping coach them through contractions). 

Voice: Tones of voice, such as kind or angry, speed of speech, such as fast or slow, and volume of voice, 
such as quiet or loud. How do you know you’re in rapport?  You will feel connected, like you’ve “clicked” 
with the other person.  You may observe a change in the person’s demeanor or physiology, such as skin 
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flushing, relaxed shoulders, or relaxed speaking.  They may say something indicating the connection, 
such as “I feel like I’ve known you for ages.”   

You may notice you are now leading them with your matching/mirroring, meaning that initially, you were 
matching the other person; however, now they, without realizing it, are matching you. When you change 
your body position, they change theirs.  

List 3 NEW things you can implement on your next shift to build rapport with your patients. It could be 
sitting at eye level, being determined to take bedside report, asking everyone their names in the room and 
writing them down, answering questions to get to know your patient, etc. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

NOTES: 
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Self Determination: 

     The right of a client to make their own decisions and choices. 

You can look everywhere on our units and see that self-determination sometimes gets thrown out the 

window.  

We are in the business of intervening, monitoring, and disrupting labor.  

We have patients given medications they don’t know about, getting their water “accidentally” broken, 

having food withheld, and being forced to stay in bed on the monitor. Sometimes our patients will have all 

of those things happen! 

Think about at least two times you have seen a nurse or provider decide for their patient. If it hasn’t 
happened, be aware of even simple opportunities where options are not given.  

NOTES: 
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These rights can be exercised on the patient’s behalf by a designated surrogate or proxy decision-maker if 
the patient lacks decision-making capacity, is legally incompetent, or is a minor. 

1. The patient has the right to considerate and respectful care. 

2. The patient has the right to and is encouraged to obtain from physicians and other direct 
caregivers relevant, current, and understandable information concerning diagnosis, treatment, 
and prognosis. 

3. Except in emergencies when the patient lacks decision-making capacity and the need for 
treatment is urgent, the patient is entitled to the opportunity to discuss and request information 
related to the specific procedures and treatments, the risks involved, the possible length of 
recuperation, and the medically reasonable alternatives and their accompanying risks and 
benefits. 

4. Patients have the right to know the identity of physicians, nurses, and others involved in their care 
and when involved are students, residents, or other trainees. 

5. The patient also has the right to know the immediate and long-term financial implications of 
treatment choices insofar as they are known. 

6. The patient has the right to make decisions about the plan of care before and during the course of 
treatment, refuse a recommended treatment or plan of care to the extent permitted by law and 
hospital policy, and be informed of the medical consequences of this action. In case of such 
refusal, the patient is entitled to other appropriate care and services that the hospital provides or 
transfer to another hospital. The hospital should notify patients of any policy that might affect 
patient choices within the institution. 

7. The patient has the right to have an advance directive (such as a living will, health care proxy, or 
durable power of attorney for health care) concerning treatment or designating a surrogate 
decision-maker with the expectation that the hospital will honor the intent of that directive to the 
extent permitted by law and hospital policy. Health care institutions must advise patients of their 
rights under state law and hospital policy to make informed medical choices, ask if the patient has 
an advance directive, and include that information in patient records. The patient has the right to 
timely information about hospital policy that may limit its ability to implement fully a legally valid 
advance directive. 

8. The patient has the right to every consideration of privacy. Case discussion, consultation, 
examination, and treatment should be conducted to protect each patient’s privacy. 

9. The patient has the right to expect that all communications and records about their care will be 
treated as confidential by the hospital, except in cases such as suspected abuse and public health 
hazards when reporting is permitted or required by law. The patient has the right to expect that 
the hospital will emphasize the confidentiality of this information when it releases it to any other 
parties entitled to review information in these records. 

10. The patient has the right to review the records about their medical care and to have the 
information explained or interpreted as necessary, except when restricted by law. 
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11. The patient has the right to expect that, within its capacity and policies, a hospital will respond 
reasonably to a patient's request for appropriate and medically indicated care and services. The 
hospital must provide evaluation, service, and referral as characterized by the case's urgency. 
When medically appropriate and legally permissible, or when a patient has requested, a patient 
may be transferred to another facility. The institution to which the patient is to be transferred 
must first have accepted the patient for transfer. The patient must also have the benefit of 
complete information and explanation concerning the need for, risks, benefits, and alternatives to 
such a transfer. 

12. The patient has the right to ask and is informed of the existence of business relationships among 
the hospital, educational institutions, other health care providers, or payers that may influence 
the patient’s treatment and care. 

13. The patient has the right to consent to or decline to participate in proposed research studies or 
human experimentation affecting care and treatment or requiring direct patient involvement and 
to have those studies fully explained before consent. A patient who declines to participate in 
research or experimentation is entitled to the most effective care that the hospital can otherwise 
provide. 

14. The patient has the right to expect reasonable continuity of care when appropriate and to be 
informed by physicians and other caregivers of available and realistic patient care options when 
hospital care is no longer appropriate. 

15. The patient has the right to be informed of hospital policies and practices related to patient care, 
treatment, and responsibilities. The patient has the right to be informed of available resources for 
resolving disputes, grievances, and conflicts, such as ethics committees, patient representatives, 
or other mechanisms available in the institution. The patient has the right to be informed of the 
hospital’s charges for services and available payment methods. 

As nurses, our job is to advocate for our patient’s rights.  
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Take some time to really marinate on these. As a bonus exercise, grab 2 different color highlighters and 
highlight in one color the things that you think are happening consistently on your unit/in your practice. With 

the other color, highlight the things you don’t see happening consistently on your unit (<80% of the time). 

AHA Patient’s Bill of Rights



Here is where the real work begins! Please work through this next part with intention. We are creating a 
mission statement that will get us up and going for our shifts and keep us coming back when it gets hard.  

Pay attention to how patients are talked about on your unit. Use the space below to record your 
observations.  

Positive things you noticed:     Negative things you noticed: 

MAKING YOUR PERSONAL MISSION STATEMENT 
Step 1: Lay the Foundation - Take an Assessment 

How is your attitude at work? Have you gotten caught up in complaining or negativity?  

What changes do you want to make on your unit based on this class? 

Why do you want to make those changes? 

What example do you want to be set on the unit? 

Why is setting that example vital to you? 

MISSION STATEMENT



Step 2: Evaluate Your Culture 

Let’s evaluate the culture you’re swimming in. Rate the following  on a scale of 1-5: 

______ New ideas are always encouraged 

______ Evidence-based practice is being read and implemented 

______ A new employee or travel nurse would be easily accepted and feel 
 like they “belong.” 

______ New grads feel safe on this unit 

______ Providers and nurses have a great working relationship  

______ All team members get along (RNs, LVNS, MDs, residents,    
midwives, scrub techs, etc.) 

______ I have two or more nurses I can go to and trust to ask questions 

______ I feel supported if an emergency happens with my patient  

______ Patients are encouraged to share their preferences and birth plans  

______ Patients are well supported in coping measures during early labor by all nurses 

______ I feel like I can go to management for any reason, and they will be supportive and responsive 

______ Day shift nurses get along with night shift  

Other reflections about the culture you work in. What do you love about it? What would you change? 

1 - Strongly agree 

2 - Disagree 

3 - Neither agree or disagree 

4 - Agree 

5 - Strongly agree

MISSION STATEMENT



Step 3: Learn from Others 

Let’s glean from the nurses all around us. Many of us work with nurses who have DONE and SEEN it all. 
That is a HUGE value to us!! No matter how much we know, we are always learning. 

Throughout your shifts, take note of things other nurses do that you love and some things they do that are 
less desirable.  

In your intro workbook you got when you signed up; you have a 
Bag of Tricks page; grab that page and brainstorm there. Or, 
on this page, compile a list of things you want to emulate 
and be better at that you specifically learned from other 
nurses in your life.  

Your Bag of Tricks 

Try this script when you’re learning - it also works if you feel like someone is talking down to you. Let us 
know how it goes! 

“I saw you (heard you, etc.) do _____. Can you explain to me why (or how, etc.) you did 
that?  

I really liked _____ (this about it)”.  

MISSION STATEMENT



Step 4: Examine Yourself & Set Some Goals 

Decide what kind of nurse you are going to be. Write this down. This is WHO you are, not what you do. 

What kind of nurse do you want to be known for? 

What does a “good nurse” do, look like, etc.? 

I am committed to L&D because: 

I am an L&D nurse because: 

Five emotions you want your patients to feel (use a thesaurus and dictionary to make sure they represent 
what you wish to well): 

What are some qualities you like in nurses you look up to? 

What are some things you think you can do to avoid nurse “burnout”? 

MISSION STATEMENT



PHOTO ACTIVITY!  

In our class, we talk about pulling photos for inspiration. Like all of these activities, this is not mandatory! 
But, there is a process here that we believe in. I promise there is a point. Once you have these photos, 
please share them in the community with your notes on how you will achieve them. 

Find 1-3 Photos that represent for you the following ideas: 

(I like to look up #hospital birth or #exercise on Instagram. Using hashtags will be the easiest way to find 
photos! Or you can use Pinterest to look up the emotions you (or they) want to feel. You can think literal here 
with a birth photo or go completely creative. Have fun!) 

How you want your patient to feel: 

1. Describe what you love about this photo.  

2. How can you recreate the feeling?  

3. What steps can you take?  

What kind of nurse do you want to be:  

1. Describe what you love about this photo.  

2. How can you recreate it?  

3. What steps can you take?  

What kind of life do you want to live: 

1. Describe what you love about this photo.  

2. How can you recreate it?  

3. What steps can you take?  
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BUILDING YOUR MISSION STATEMENT 

A personal mission statement can help you identify your values and goals, defining what matters most to 
you professionally. 

It makes decision-making easy. It helps you decide whether the decisions you're making are in alignment 
with how you want to act as a nurse.  

The goal is to have each of you create your own mission statement regarding what kind of nurse you will 
be. Think about this.  

1. Write down what's most important to you 

Start by considering what kind of nurse you are and what type you want to be. Write down what's most 
important to you and what you're most passionate about.  

2. Articulate your biggest goals 

Next, write down your biggest goals. Ask yourself what "the best" looks like for you. Take time to 
articulate your biggest goals in writing. Do you want to stay as a floor nurse? CNM? Manager or 
educator? Bundle Birth Mentor? Write down all your goals!! Nothing is too small. Start manifesting. 

3. Talk to your peers 

Talk to your peers and mentors and ask what they consider your greatest strengths. Think about what 
makes you exceptional compared to others with similar skill sets. Consider how you want people to 
describe you. Write down a few words you want to come to someone's mind when they think of you. 

4. Identify the legacy you want to leave 

Consider the mark you want to leave on the world and how your skill set can allow you to do that. 

You have done SO much brainstorming here today. We want you to think through all aspects of your job/
life in various forms. Think about all you processed and come up with 1-2 sentences that describe what 
you are here on this earth for. What is your mission? This builds on your why but is your calling.  

Here is a template for you, but feel free to come up with your own! Feel free to share on the community 
page, and bring it to your Foundations call! 

Today and every day, I treat my patients with ________________ and ________________. I create an 

environment to help them feel _________________ and ___________________. I am _________________ to 

be part of their sacred birth story and I ____________________________________________________.  

Here are some articles you can read to get some inspiration: 1|| 2|| 3 

Use the next page to write out your final draft!

https://www.andyandrews.com/personal-mission-statement/
https://www.daveramsey.com/blog/mission-statement-101
https://www.livecareer.com/resources/careers/planning/creating-personal-mission-statements
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